The amyloid state of proteins and peptides is characterized by the formation of ordered aggregates with fibrous morphology.^[@ref1],[@ref2]^ First identified over 150 years ago, amyloid deposits in tissue have since been linked to over 20 human diseases, and over 40 different proteins have been identified in potentially pathogenic aggregates. Diseases such as Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease, prion diseases, and type II diabetes have all been linked to amyloid aggregates or toxic intermediates in their formation.^[@ref2]^ More recently, the role of amyloid aggregates in biology has been shown to include functional amyloids that are required for specific biological functions such as the formation of melanin and bacterial biofilms.^[@ref3]^ These functional amyloids have inspired the use of fibrous amyloid species as components of synthetic nanoscale materials,^[@ref4]−[@ref6]^ with possible applications in nanoscale electronics, nonlinear optics, and as structural components of composite materials. Moreover, it has become clear that the ability to form amyloid aggregates is not limited to disease-related proteins and natural functional amyloids; in fact, a majority of proteins contain sequences with high amyloid fibrillation propensity,^[@ref7]^ and it has been suggested that the amyloid state may represent the global free-energy minimum of most proteins.^[@ref8]^ Thus, a detailed understanding of amyloid protein structures and the mechanisms through which they form is not only important in the biochemistry of disease and in materials science but would also answer fundamental questions regarding the nature of protein folding. The accompanying Guest Commentary by Raleigh provides an excellent overview of the amyloid field, and the two companion Perspectives by [Shea](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021%2Fjz5006847){#per1} and [Ramamoorthy](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021%2Fjz5001775){#per2} provide insights into one of the most prevalent and well-studied amyloid-forming proteins, human islet amyloid polypeptide (hIAPP or amylin). Our research group also studies hIAPP. In this Perspective, we focus on new approaches to probing the structures and formation mechanisms of amyloid aggregates using infrared spectroscopy and isotope labeling that we have applied to hIAPP and other amyloid-forming proteins including polyglutamine (polyQ) and γD-crystallin.

The main structural features of amyloid aggregates are extended, intermolecular β-sheets with β-strands oriented perpendicular to the fiber axis, in what is known as a cross-β architecture.^[@ref2],[@ref9]^ Historically, the amyloid state of proteins has been assigned based on a number of experimental criteria including fibrous morphology in electron micrographs, specific dye-binding activity, and fiber X-ray diffraction patterns consistent with the extended β-sheets of their cross-β structures.^[@ref9]^ Other methods, including atomic force microscopy, infrared absorption, and Raman spectroscopy, have also been used to identify the amyloid nature of individual aggregate species.^[@ref10]^ More detailed structural information comes from X-ray crystallography of amyloid fragments and solid-state NMR spectroscopy of fragments and polypeptides.^[@ref2],[@ref11]−[@ref17]^ Together, these techniques have uncovered a wide structural diversity of the amyloid state and basic principles for the stabilizing factors of amyloid formation, which serve as guides for understanding larger and more complex amyloid systems.

Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} summarizes typical amyloid fiber structures and formation mechanisms compiled from recent examples in the chemical literature. These examples demonstrate the diversity of proposed amyloid structures and the challenges inherent in their characterization. The primary goal of this Perspective is to explain methods and provide examples for which infrared spectroscopy and isotope labeling can uncover motifs like these.

![Structures of amyloid fibers. (A) Schematic of a protein folding free-energy landscape. Amyloid aggregates occupy a low-energy well in this landscape that can contain structural configurations very different from those of the native state and native-like amorphous aggregates. Adapted from Hartl et al., ref ([@ref24]), copyright 2011, Nature Publishing Group. (B) Arrangement of β-sheets. Amyloid fibers (left, from ref ([@ref25]), copyright 2012, Nature Publishing Group) are composed of one or more protofibrils (center) containing stacks of β-strands running perpendicular to the protofibril axis ("cross-β" structure).^[@ref26]^ The protofibril model is reproduced from ref ([@ref26]), copyright 2010, FASEB. Cross-β structures may contain either parallel (right, top) or antiparallel (right, bottom) β-strands that may be either in-register or out-of-register. (C) Supramolecular β-sheet architectures. Each protein can contribute β-strands to multiple β-sheets (left) or multiple β-strands to each β-sheet (center). Non-β conformations may also exist outside of the stable fiber core (right). (D) Aggregation and fiber models. A number of aggregation models relevant to amyloid formation have been proposed, including direct incorporation of native monomers into the aggregates (left), the incorporation of denatured monomers or oligomers into the aggregates (center), or the formation of domain-swapped dimers or oligomers that form fibers (right) as in cystatin C.^[@ref27]^ (E) Examples of structural models of amyloids from prior publications (top to bottom): yeast prion fragment GNNQQNY via X-ray crystallography;^[@ref11]^ hIAPP via ssNMR spectroscopy (coordinate file provided by R. Tycko); α-synuclein via site-directed spin labeling and EPR;^[@ref18]^ and γD-crystallin via 2D IR spectroscopy.^[@ref19]^ The structural model of GNNQQNY is reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd.: Nature (ref ([@ref11])), copyright 2005. The structural model of α-symuclein was reproduced from ref ([@ref18]). This research was originally published in The Journal of Biological Chemistry, copyright 2007, the American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology.](jz-2014-00794d_0001){#fig1}

The cross-β arrangement of amyloid fibers comes from repeated arrays of intermolecular hydrogen-bonded β-strands from multiple protein or peptide molecules. This cross-β structure, in which β-strands are arranged approximately perpendicular to the fiber axis, results in the familiar protofibril structure (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B), which is the basic unit of an amyloid fiber. One or more protofibrils may associate to form the mature fiber structure. Within each protofibril, β-strands may be arranged in either an antiparallel or parallel orientation. The β-sheets can be further divided into either "in-register" sheets with identical sequence positions aligned with one another or "out-of-register" sheets in which identical positions do not interact directly via hydrogen bonds. Each of these β-sheet variants has been characterized in detail in crystallographic studies of short sequence fragments of amyloid polypeptides,^[@ref2],[@ref11],[@ref13],[@ref14]^ providing important insight into the stabilizing forces of these cross-β structures. In larger amyloid proteins, including natural sequences of over 100 amino acids such as α-synuclein,^[@ref18]^ γD-crystallin,^[@ref19]^ tau, and others, the conformations of individual protein molecules in the fiber state must be much more complex^[@ref15]^ because β-strands with more than 15 amino acids are rare.^[@ref20]^ In such cases, multiple β-strands per protein are likely, with each protein contributing strands to multiple β-sheets or multiple strands to each β-sheet with a mixture of intramolecular and intermolecular hydrogen bonds (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C). Additionally, large segments of sequence may exist outside of the cross-β core of amyloid fibers, adopting non-β structures including helices, turns, or disordered conformations.^[@ref19],[@ref21]^

The probability of any given sequence forming amyloid aggregates depends on the accessibility of the amyloid state within the protein's folding free-energy landscape,^[@ref7]^ in particular, the number and height of barriers between the native state and the amyloid state. On the basis of structural models of amyloid aggregates, some amyloid species, such as domain-swapped aggregates including cystatin c,^[@ref22]^ have molecular conformations very similar to those of their native states, while the misfolded states of others bear little resemblance to their known native structures (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D).^[@ref19],[@ref23]^ A comparison of a protein's native and amyloid conformations provides insight into the structural perturbations that must occur to access the misfolded state but does not reveal the mechanism of amyloid aggregation, which may contain numerous intermediate states.^[@ref28]^ Structural information describing these transient states is necessary for a complete understanding of the amyloid aggregation processes, but to date, few intermediate structures have been characterized.^[@ref28]^ Finally, Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E illustrates some published models for higher-order structures of fibers.

Given the diversity and complexity of proposed amyloid structures (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E), the importance of transient intermediates in their aggregation mechanisms, and the likely dependence of misfolded structures on aggregation conditions, experimental techniques capable of addressing both stable molecular structures and aggregation kinetics under a variety of conditions are needed. Infrared spectroscopy has a number of features that make it particularly well-suited to the analysis of amyloid structure and mechanism. First, IR frequencies and line shapes in the amide I region of a protein IR spectrum are sensitive to protein secondary structure. Second, IR spectra can be collected on a broad range of samples, including hetereogeneous suspensions of aggregated proteins and membrane-bound amyloids. Third, the sample requirements for IR spectroscopy are small (microgram scale),^[@ref19]^ so that even difficult proteins can be analyzed under a variety of different conditions. Finally, data acquisition is rapid, enabling the determination of structural information in kinetics experiments.^[@ref29]^ The major drawback of infrared spectroscopy is spectral congestion; one can identify that a β-sheet is present, for example, but not which amino acids contribute to that β-sheet. However, this drawback can be mitigated with an understanding of vibrational couplings and the use of isotope labels. On the basis of this understanding, IR spectroscopy has provided insights into amyloid aggregation not easily obtained by other methods.

*Origin of Characteristic Amyloid Features in Infrared Spectra.* Infrared spectroscopy, namely, FTIR spectroscopy, is often used to diagnose amyloid formation because the amide I regions of amyloid fibers are dominated by a narrow, intense absorption that falls between 1615 and 1630 cm^--1^.^[@ref30]−[@ref33]^ This frequency range is lower than that of typical β-sheets (\>1630 cm^--1^) because the β-sheets of amyloids are usually large and extremely well-ordered, which results in vibrational motions that extend along large sections of the fiber backbone. This phenomenon can be understood and used to probe structures by visualizing the arrangement of the amide I vibrations from each individual amino acid, which are called "local modes" in the jargon of spectroscopists. The amide I vibrational mode is mostly C=O with a little C--N stretch (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A, red arrows), giving rise to a vibrational transition dipole that dictates the magnitude and direction that infrared radiation would most likely be absorbed if it were a single, isolated amino acid. In a polypeptide or protein, the amino acids are not isolated. Instead, they are close enough that their transition dipoles become coupled to one another. As a result, each amino acid no longer vibrates individually, but they vibrate in unison in motions that are called "normal modes". Because they involve more than one transition dipole, normal mode vibrations are extended across multiple amino acids. They are typically larger, point in different directions, and absorb at a different frequency than the local mode transition dipoles. In a β-sheet, the normal modes are delocalized both along and across β-strands (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A).^[@ref31],[@ref34]^ For β-sheets, the largest transition dipole is found at a frequency that is red-shifted from the local modes. In general, the greater the extent of delocalization, the larger the red shift. Thus, the frequency of the amide I mode of amyloid provides a measure for the size of the β-sheet and its rigidity (because disordered β-sheets have a smaller delocalization). Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B shows experimental FTIR spectra of various amyloid proteins. The largest and most rigid amyloids absorb near 1620 cm^--1^, while smaller and more disordered fibers are at 1635 cm^--1^, which is typical of the bent β-sheets in proteins. Generally, the lower the frequency, the sharper the peak because the β-sheet normal mode subsumes more of the local modes.

![Amide I modes of (amyloid) β-sheets. (A) Amide I vibrational modes in β-sheets. β-sheets may form in either parallel or antiparallel orientations. In each, extensive hydrogen-bonding arrays between peptide bonds in neighboring strands stabilize the structure. The transition dipole moments of these peptide bonds can be represented in either a local or normal mode basis. Local modes (red arrows) are oriented approximately along the C=O bonds and are of similar magnitude for each residue. Vibrational coupling between these transition dipole moments leads to excitonic delocalization within the β-sheet, corresponding to the normal modes of the system (black, blue arrows). In the IR spectra of β-sheets, two such modes are prominent, one in which vibrations are delocalized between strands or along an amyloid fiber axis and one that lies approximately parallel to the strands. Antiparallel and parallel β-sheets differ primarily in the strength and frequency of the latter mode, while the former is strong in both kinds of systems. Lower panels are reprinted, with permission, from ref ([@ref33]), copyright 2005, AIP Publishing LLC. (B) FTIR spectra of amyloid fibers show the presence of a strong absorbance in the region of 1615--1630 cm^--1^, corresponding to the highly delocalized modes oriented along the fiber axis (red shaded region). Data are taken from (1) β2-microglobulin~21--31~,^[@ref39]^ (2) Aβ~42~,^[@ref40]^ (3) hIAPP,^[@ref41]^ (4) PrP,^[@ref42]^ (5) γD-crystallin,^[@ref43]^ and (6) α-synuclein.^[@ref44]^](jz-2014-00794d_0002){#fig2}

*Isotope Labeling for Site-Specific Structural Information.* The 1620 cm^--1^ normal mode of amyloids is a useful diagnostic of amyloid, but it generally cannot be assigned to a specific part of the protein without labeling of some sort. Non-natural vibrational tags can be used, such as nitriles,^[@ref35]^ but we focus here on heavy isotope labels.^[@ref6],[@ref19],[@ref29],[@ref31],[@ref34],[@ref36]−[@ref38]^

For polypeptides, one or more ^13^C=^18^O labels can be incorporated into a polypeptide backbone using solid-phase peptide synthesis,^[@ref29],[@ref36]^ which is a common method of synthesizing small fiber-forming peptides. Labeling with ^13^C=^18^O shifts the amide I band by about 64 cm^--1^.^[@ref45]^ The couplings to surrounding amide I local modes do not change, but the frequency shift decreases their effect. Thus, to a first approximation, one can consider the ^13^C=^18^O modes separate from the unlabeled mode. That is, the ^13^C=^18^O modes will form their own set of normal modes. This fact can be used to locate in-register β-sheets, such as those shown in Figures [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B and [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A, because isotope labeling one residue will form a column (or linear chain) of isotope-labeled residues with a red-shifted frequency. This effect has been used to study Aβ, hIAPP, and other model amyloid-forming polypeptides.^[@ref6],[@ref25],[@ref28],[@ref38],[@ref46]−[@ref48]^ To make sure that the red shift is indeed due to coupling and to measure the strength of that coupling, which is related to the structural disorder of the linear chain, the spectra are compared to mixtures of labeled and unlabeled peptides. Dilution of the isotope labels does not change the protein structure but breaks the delocalization (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).^[@ref38]^

![Effect of vibrational coupling in the IR spectra of ^13^C=^18^O amyloids. (A) Parallel in-register β-sheets with each strand containing identical ^13^C=^18^O labels (left, red) and dilute ^13^C=^18^O labels (right, red). In-register labeling and isotope dilution of the amyloid peptide Aβ (bottom) demonstrated the low-frequency fully coupled labeled amide I mode and the blue shift in label frequency that occurs upon dilution with ^12^C=^16^O residues. The lower panel is reproduced from ref ([@ref38]), copyright 2008, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of America. (B) Equilibration of amyloid aggregates from out-of-register to stable in-register species is accompanied by a shift in the ^13^C=^18^O label frequency as labels (gray circles) align. Reproduced from ref ([@ref46]), copyright 2005, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of America. (C) ^13^C=^18^O-labeled variants of hIAPP define the order of amino acid incorporation into amyloid β-sheets via a shift in label frequency and intensity and the appearance of a cross-peak between labeled and unlabeled β-sheets in the 2D IR spectra. A transient β-sheet intermediate (top panel) was identified based on the appearance of linearly coupled labels prior to stable fiber formation. Reproduced from refs ([@ref28]) and ([@ref47]), copyright 2013 and 2009, respectively, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of America.](jz-2014-00794d_0003){#fig3}

Linear chains are very good probes of parallel β-sheet amyloid fibers made from monomers (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C) in which each protein contributes a single β-strand. This approach has been used to study a series of polypeptides and model amyloid-forming peptides.^[@ref6],[@ref28],[@ref38],[@ref46]−[@ref49]^ For example, by labeling a series of amino acids along the length of hIAPP, the measured couplings confirmed the ssNMR structure of hIAPP fibers.^[@ref51]^ Dunkelberger et al. showed that chemical modification of the polypeptide backbone, via deamidation of asparagine and glutamine residues, perturbs the fiber structure to abolish the coupling of in-register ^13^C=^18^O labels.^[@ref48]^ Additional experiments probing kinetics of these systems and others are given below. Many of our examples are from 2D IR experiments because our research group specializes in 2D IR spectroscopy. For these examples, the frequencies of the diagonal peaks in the 2D IR spectra can be interpreted in the same way as the FTIR peaks. In the last section of this Perspective, we outline some additional capabilities of 2D IR spectroscopy that are particularly valuable for studying amyloids.

*Kinetic Studies for Probing Mechanisms of Amyloid Formation.* An important capability of FTIR and 2D IR spectroscopy is that spectra can be collected rapidly and continuously, so that the structures of misfolding intermediates that may play a role in fiber formation or their toxicity to cells can be examined. Numerous recent studies have exploited this advantage to study the mechanisms of amyloid aggregation. Petty and Decatur used isotope-edited FTIR spectroscopy to follow the nucleation of prion peptide H1 (PrP~109--122~) and the rearrangement of peptides from a nonequilibrium state with out-of-register β-strands to an in-register equilibrium state (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B).^[@ref46]^ Shim and co-workers used 2D IR spectroscopy to follow the formation of in-register chains of ^13^C=^18^O labels at six positions within hIAPP to determine the order of incorporation of residues into the stable fiber β-sheets (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C).^[@ref47]^ Additionally, the mechanisms of fibrillation inhibitors have been examined using IR spectroscopy based on their influence on the kinetics of fibrillation as well as intermediate and stable fiber structures. Middleton et al. showed that the nonamyloidogenic rat IAPP peptide interacts with hIAPP, inhibiting its aggregation while being incorporated into the fibrils that form, albeit at a slower rate.^[@ref25]^ More recently, Buchanan et al. used designed macrocylic β-sheet inhibitors containing hIAPP sequences to identify an early β-sheet intermediate on the fibril formation pathway, by monitoring the frequency and line shape of a label in the turn region, which forms a transient extended β-sheet early in the aggregation process (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C).^[@ref28]^ Experiments such as these provide an important window into the misfolding processes that allow amyloidogenic proteins to transit from their native and/or denatured states to the stable amyloid well in the folding free-energy landscape (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A).

*Mixing Uniformly Labeled Proteins to Identify Structural Motifs.* The single-labeling approach for identifying parallel β-sheets has proven to be very useful in small polypeptide systems that can be synthesized. Single ^13^C=^18^O labels can be incorporated into larger proteins using stop-codon replacement approaches or native chemical ligation (discussed below), but it is not clear if the parallel, in-register β-sheet motifs of Aβ, hIAPP, and model peptides are retained in amyloid fibers of other amyloid peptides and larger amyloid proteins. In many of the possible amyloid structures of larger proteins (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), delocalization of labeled modes may not occur, and therefore, no characteristic red-shifted frequencies would be observed.

For larger proteins or amyloid motifs that have more than one β-strand per protein, we have instead used uniform isotope labeling, such as in our study on the tertiary structure of polyglutamine peptides in amyloid aggregates.^[@ref37]^ The structures of the polyglutamine regions in the fiber state are a longstanding problem in Huntington's disease research,^[@ref52],[@ref53]^ and a variety of competing structures have been proposed from NMR and other experiments.^[@ref26],[@ref37],[@ref54]^ Two such structures are the β-arch and β-turn models, shown in Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, each of which contains polyglutamine molecules adopting two β-strands separated by a short turn.^[@ref37]^ The β-arch model contains only intermolecular hydrogen bonds and contributes only one β-strand per β-sheet, whereas in the β-turn model, both strands occur in the same β-sheet. In both structures, the side chains are intercalated to stabilize the stacked sheets. Without isotope labeling, the infrared spectra for these two models would be identical because the vibrational modes would delocalize along the β-sheets regardless of whether each peptide was contributing one or two β-strands.

![Discerning the β-sheet architecture of polyQ using uniform ^13^C labeling. (Left) Structural models of polyQ fiber segments in β-arch and β-turn configurations from molecular dynamics simulations. (Right) Experimental and simulated spectra of fibers and fiber models. (A) Experimental 2D IR spectrum (top) and diagonal slice (bottom) of 10% ^13^C polyQ in 90% ^12^C polyQ. Peaks arising primarily from ^13^C backbone (BB) and side-chain (M) modes are indicated in the dashed box. (B) Simulated 2D IR spectrum and diagonal slice of the β-arch model. (C) Simulated 2D IR spectrum and diagonal slice of the β-turn model. Images are reproduced from ref ([@ref37]), copyright 2014, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of America.](jz-2014-00794d_0004){#fig4}

To identify whether our model polyglutmaine peptide, KKQ~24~KKW, adopted the β-turn, β-arch, or some other type of structure, we expressed the proteins and used isotope dilution. The proteins were expressed in *E. coli* so that they could be either uniformly ^13^C-labeled or left at natural abundance ^12^C (98.9%). ^13^C produces a 39 cm^--1^ frequency shift of the amide I band. We formed fibers using 10% ^13^C-labeled peptides and 90% natural abundance (^12^C). As discussed above, the ^13^C-labeled amino acids will form normal modes separate from the ^12^C modes. At 10% dilution, there is a very small chance that any two ^13^C-labeled peptides will be hydrogen-bonded to one another in the fiber structure. As a result, the normal modes of the ^13^C region will only span that of a single protein. In essence, isotopic dilution provides an infrared spectrum for a ^13^C monomer held in the fiber conformation (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

We exploit the fact that the "monomer" spectra for the β-arch and β-turn models are very different from one another. The β-arch monomer has vibrational couplings along and between its strands, which are on opposite β-sheets. The distance between stacked β-sheets is large enough that couplings from one sheet to another can be neglected.^[@ref31]^ Thus, the monomer spectrum of the β-arch model is primarily that of a single β-strand (plus some "random coil" features caused by the loop). In contrast, the β-turn model has both β-strands in the same sheet, which are very strongly coupled. Thus, its monomer spectrum will be that of a two-stranded β-sheet, which has very large couplings and a large frequency shift. Thus, distinguishing one from the other by isotope dilution is quite straightforward. The experimental spectra clearly identified the β-turn model as the structure for this polypeptide. Computed infrared spectra from molecular dynamics simulations of the structures confirmed the conclusion.

We have also used this approach to estimate the number of β-strands in amyloid fibers for which there is no structural model, which has produced models such as that of γD-crystallin shown in Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E.^[@ref19]^ It is very simple to make uniformly labeled proteins using bacterial expression, suggesting that this approach will be a powerful way to examine many other amyloid protein structures. In addition to amyloid fibers, structural information on many protein complexes could be obtained using similar mixed-isotope studies.

*Probing the Structures of Domains Using Expressed Protein Ligation.* To obtain structural information about domains or regions of structure within a larger protein, we have adopted segmental labeling techniques. Originally utilized in NMR spectroscopy,^[@ref55],[@ref56]^ we have used expressed protein ligation to produce ^13^C-labeled continuous spans of sequence within the protein.^[@ref19],[@ref21],[@ref30],[@ref57]^ This biochemical method, shown schematically in Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A, is a way of semisynthesizing proteins. One expresses the protein in pieces so that one or the other piece can be uniformly ^13^C-labeled.^[@ref58]^ The pieces are then ligated under very mild mixing conditions. Expressed protein ligation is particularly well-suited for selectively labeling domains of proteins because individual domains often express well, and their association can aid the ligation. Figure 5Segmental ^13^C labeling of γD-crystallin. (A) Use of expressed protein ligation to generate segmentally labeled proteins. Individual domains are expressed separately in *E. coli* with reactive termini (C-terminal thioester and N-terminal cysteine), and subsequent transthioesterification and peptide bond formation via an S → N acyl shift generates the full-length protein with one isotope-labeled domain. (B) 2D IR spectra of γD-crystallin. (Top row) Native structures showing the location of ^12^C (yellow) and ^13^C (blue) domains in unlabeled (^12^C), uniformly ^13^C-labeled, C-terminally labeled, and N-terminally ^13^C-labeled γD-crystallin. (Middle row) (i--iv) 2D IR spectra of native γD-crystallin labeling variants. (Bottom row) (v--viii) 2D IR spectra of acid-induced amyloid fibers of γD-crystallin labeling variants. All 2D IR spectra are plotted based on data first reported in ref ([@ref19]). Dashed lines indicate ω~pump~ for labeled and unlabeled native β-sheets (i--iv) and amyloid β-sheets (v--viii).Isotope labeling domains is an important new way of studying proteins, including amyloid aggregates, with infrared spectroscopy.

Using segmental ^13^C labeling, we discovered some surprising facts about γD-crystallin. A common property of many amyloid fiber-forming proteins is the existence of repeated sequence motifs that favor self-association of proteins into ordered aggregates, often with multiple β-strands forming one or more β-sheets (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C,E). These repeats may be short such as in the 6--9 residue repeats of prion proteins or may span entire domains of proteins such as in the βγ-crystallins.^[@ref19],[@ref21]^ Additionally, such proteins typically contain nonrepeat sequence regions. The ability of individual amyloidogenic repeat sequence segments to form fibers in isolation has been well-established in many systems, including prion fragments that have been characterized in detail by X-ray crystallography.^[@ref11]^ A key structural question in such systems is which regions of sequence form the amyloid β-sheets and which regions lie outside of the stable β-sheet amyloid core. This question is particularly relevant for γD-crystallin, which is a 173 amino acid eye lens protein. γD-Crystallin has two domains with nearly identical three-dimensional structures in the native state.^[@ref59]^ At low pH, the full-length protein as well as each of its individual domains can form amyloid fibers, as shown in electron microscopy, dye binding, and FTIR experiments.^[@ref43]^ The domains are so similar that one might expect either or both of the domains to contribute to the amyloid fibers, but these experiments do not distinguish one domain from the other. To address this question, we labeled the two domains with ^13^C individually, using expressed protein ligation to reconstitute segmentally labeled full-length proteins.^[@ref19]13^C labeling produces a 40 cm^--1^ red shift in the amide I signal; therefore, a ^13^C-labeled domain can be resolved from an unlabeled domain in either FTIR or 2D IR spectra. Upon acid-induced aggregation, it was obvious that only the C-terminal domain forms amyloid β-sheets, while the entire N-terminal domain becomes extremely disordered. This result, discussed in detail in ref ([@ref19]), was very surprising considering the aforementioned fragment studies^[@ref43]^ that pointed to the N-terminal domain as the source of amyloid β-sheets. Using enzymatic digestion and mass spectrometric sequencing of residual β-sheet regions, we confirmed the conclusions from 2D IR spectroscopy.^[@ref21]^ Subsequently, we applied these methods to other aggregates of γD-crystallin formed by UV-B radiation^[@ref30]^ and thermal denaturation^[@ref57]^ and showed that while the C-terminal domain dominates the amyloid β-sheets in each case, alternative β-sheet structures can be formed that contain different sequence compositions as well as covalent modifications to the polypeptide chain. These results demonstrated not only that segmental labeling is useful in IR studies of large amyloid proteins but also that the amyloid state itself is diverse and can accommodate a broad range of structural configurations.

*Additional Information Content of 2D IR Spectroscopy.* The strategies listed above for studying amyloid structures can be performed with either FTIR or 2D IR spectroscopy because only the frequencies are needed for structural information. That being said, 2D IR spectroscopy provides many more observables for protein structure than are available from FTIR spectroscopy, such as the anharmonic shift, 2D line shapes, lifetimes, and vibrational dynamics^[@ref60],[@ref61]^ all of which are sensitive measures of protein secondary structure. The theory and implementation of 2D IR spectroscopy are described in detail elsewhere.^[@ref34]^ Here, we focus on a single aspect that turns out to be enormously beneficial: the nonlinearity of the signal strength. An FTIR signal scales linearly with the concentration of the molecular species (*c*) and the absorptivity (ε), for example, *c*ε. A 2D IR spectrum scales linearly with the concentration and quadratically with the absorptivity, for example, *c*ε^2^ (one ε for each axis of the spectrum). As a result, if two samples have the same optical density because one was more concentrated while the other had a larger absorptivity, then the FTIR signal would be the same for both, but the 2D IR signal would be larger for the sample with the larger absorptivity. As a result, the peaks in 2D IR spectra are sharper, and baselines caused by weak absorbers are effectively eliminated. Moreover, this fact can be used to identify secondary structures^[@ref62]^ because the absorptivity scales with the delocalization of the normal modes. For example, the amyloid mode that is characteristic of β-sheets can involve as many as 12 oscillators, which means that its absorptivity is 12 times larger than that for a single amino acid. This fact means that 2D IR spectroscopy is much more sensitive to secondary structures than is FTIR spectroscopy. Thus, by measuring the absorptivity, secondary structure assignments can be much more rigorous, whether or not isotope labels are used. A terrific application is distinguishing between α-helices and random coils. These two secondary structures have very similar frequencies, which makes their assignment from FTIR spectroscopy tentative. However, the transition dipole of α-helices is much larger than random coils because five amino acids contribute to the A mode of α-helices, whereas random structures have very little delocalization. As a result, the 2D IR spectrum of an α-helix is much more prominent than that of a random coil (in addition to having a narrower line width and a smaller anharmonic shift).^[@ref63]^

*Outlook.* The infrared techniques described in this Perspective hold a great deal of promise for studying amyloid architectures and aggregation mechanisms. The main challenges to utilizing these methods are the production of the labeled molecules and the interpretation of congested infrared spectra. Peptide synthesis and protein expression are routine, and therefore, most of the labeling techniques above are straightforward. More advanced labeling methods are yet to be used, such as incorporation of site-specific isotope labels or non-natural vibrational chromophores in large proteins using stop-codon replacement^[@ref64],[@ref65]^ or cell-free expression.^[@ref66]^ Side chains could also be labeled.^[@ref35]^ Interpretation of the infrared spectra can be done qualitatively, but incredible advances have also occurred in the past few years for calculating infrared spectra from molecular dynamics simulations. Spectra can now be calculated with an accuracy of a few wavenumbers,^[@ref45]^ enabling hypothesized structures to be tested against experiment. 2D IR spectrometers are now commercially available, making this technology available to a wider range of scientists.^[@ref67]^ Isotope labeling approaches are not relegated solely to amyloid proteins, so the techniques described here could also be applied to studies in protein folding,^[@ref68]^ drug binding, membrane protein dynamics, and a variety of other areas. Infrared spectroscopy has a long history in biophysics.^[@ref69],[@ref70]^ The combination of new labeling methods, 2D IR spectroscopy, and quantitative simulations are bringing about its renaissance in structural biology.
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